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Abstract—In this paper, we study the effect of channel output
feedback on the sum capacity in a two-user symmetric determin-
istic interference channel. We find that having a single feedback
link from one of the receivers to its own transmitter results in
the same sum capacity as having a total of 4 feedback links from
both the receivers to both the transmitters. Hence, from the sum
capacity point of view, the three additional feedback links are not
helpful. We also consider a half-duplex feedback model, where
the forward and the feedback resources are symmetric and time-
shared. Surprisingly, we find that there is no gain in sum-capacity
with feedback in a half-duplex feedback model, when interference
links have more capacity than direct links.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that for point-to-point channels, feedback
does not improve the capacity of discrete-memoryless chan-
nels [1]. Feedback in multiple-access channels (MAC) does
enlarge the achievable rate region [2, 3] but does not provide
multiplexing gain. However, unlike MAC, it was shown in [4]
that feedback increases multiplexing gain in a deterministic
interference channel, when there are two dedicated feedback
links in the system, each from one of the receivers to its own
transmitter.
The deterministic model for interference channel was intro-
duced in [5]. The model in [5] was fairly general and was
specialized as an approximation to the linear Gaussian model
without feedback in [6]. The deterministic model was further
extended to interference channels in [7, 8] without feedback,
where the authors use a model which is a special case of
the model proposed for interference channel. Channel output
feedback in interference channels has been extensively studied
in [4, 9–12].
In this paper, we study three different feedback models.
In the first model, only one receiver can send feedback to
its transmitter. This models an extreme case of asymmetry
in feedback, which can possibly exist in systems providing
different quality of service to different users. We study this
asymmetry by denying one user of all feedback, while pro-
viding full feedback to the other user. In the second model,
both the receivers can send feedback to both the transmitters,
resulting in a total of four feedback links. The feedback
from each of the receivers could potentially be heard by both
the transmitters and can be used by them to make superior
decisions in order to improve the sum-capacity. We find that
the sum capacity in these two variants (one and four links of
feedback) is the same as that in [4]. Thus, with respect to sum-
capacity, performance of one feedback link is as good as two or
four feedback links. The intuition behind this result is that the
single feedback link can aid cooperation in such a way that the
common rate of one of the users (user without feedback) can
now be doubled by sacrficing the common rate of cooperating
user. In the third model we study a practical time-division
duplex (TDD) system, where there are no dedicated feedback
links. The feedback is broadcast on the channel with same
link capacities between any two nodes as that in the forward
channel. Moreover, time (resource) is shared among forward
and feedback channels and a loss in rate is incurred. We model
the above constraints as a half-duplex interference channel
and find that feedback does not increase the sum capacity
in a strong interference channel. The receivers receive data
from two independent paths, first being the direct link and the
second being the path involving feedback link of the other user.
The link capacity of the feedback being same as the forward
link acts as a bottleneck for total data being received through
the second path. Thus presence of an interference link with
high link capacity does not help increase the sum-capacity in
strong interference regime, unlike [4], in which the authors
considered dedicated feedback links.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we give the channel model. In Section III, we find the
sum-capacity of a feedback scheme when only one of the
transmitters receives feedback from its receiver. In Section
IV, we add dedicated cross feedback links and find the sum-
capacity. In either case sum-capacity is found to be the
same. Section V elaborates the half-duplex feedback model.
We conclude the paper with some remarks and intuitions in
Section VI.
II. CHANNEL MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
A two-user interference channel consists of two point-to-
point transmitter-receiver links, where the receiver of each
link also receives an interfering signal from the unintended
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Fig. 1. Symmetric deterministic interference channel
transmitter. In a deterministic interference channel, the input
Xki to the kth transmitter at time i can be written as
Xki =
[
Xki1 Xki2 . . . Xkiq
]T
, k = 1, 2, such that Xki1 and
Xkiq are the most and the least significant bits, respectively.
The received signal of user j, j = 1, 2, at time i is denoted
by the vector Yji =
[
Yji1 Yji2 . . . Yjiq
]T
. Associated with
each transmitter k and receiver j is a non-negative integer
nkj that defines the number of bit levels of Xki observed at
receiver j, at time i. The maximum level supported by any
link is q = maxj,k(njk). Specifically, the received signal Yji,
j = 1, 2, of an interference channel is given by
Yji = Sq−n1jX1i ⊕ Sq−n2jX2i j = 1, 2, (1)
where ⊕ denotes the XOR operation, and Sq−njk is a q ×
q shift matrix with entries Sm,n that are non-zero only for
(m,n) = (q − njk + n, n), n = 1, 2, . . . , njk.
In this paper, we consider a symmetric deterministic in-
terference channel as shown in Fig. 1. The symmetric chan-
nel is characterized by two values: n = n11 = n22 and
m = n12 = n21, where n and m indicate the number of
signal bit levels that we can send through direct links and the
cross links, respectively.
There are two independent and uniformly distributed
sources, Wk ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,Mk},∀k = 1, 2, where Mk is total
number of codewords of the kth user. Due to feedback, the
encoded signal Xki is a function of its own message Wk and
past output sequences Y i−1k . The sum capacity is defined as
Csum = sup{R1 +R2 : (R1, R2) ∈ R}, (2)
where R is the capacity region. In this paper, we consider four
models of feedback as described below.
1) Two-link feedback model: This model has a dedicated
feedback link from each of the receiver to its own
transmitter. This model has been studied in [4]. In this
model, the encoded signal Xki of user k at time i is a
function of its own message and past output sequences
of its own receiver. Thus,
Xki = f ik(Wk, Y
i−1
k ), (3)
where Y i−1k is shorthand notation for Yk1, · · · , Yki−1.
2) One-link feedback model: In this model, there is a
dedicated feedback link from the first receiver to the
first transmitter as shown in Fig. 2. However, the sec-
ond transmitter does not receive any feedback. Hence,
although the first transmitter encoding scheme depends
on W1 as well as the past outputs, the encoding scheme
of the second transmitter is only a function of W2.
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Fig. 2. Single Feedback Link
3) Four-link feedback model: In this model, we consider
dedicated feedback link from each receiver to both the
transmitters as shown in Fig. 3. Hence, the encoding
strategies at each of the transmitter is a function of its
own message and the past output sequences of both the
receivers, or
Xki = f ik(Wk, Y
i−1
1 , Y
i−1
2 ). (4)
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Fig. 3. Four Feedback Links
4) Half-duplex feedback model: In this model, the feed-
back link is also an interference channel, as shown
in Fig.5. Let the two tuple [n,m] be defined as the
operating-point of the symmetric deterministic channel,
where n and m indicate the number of signal bit
levels that we can send through the direct links and
the cross links respectively. We study the case, where
the operating point of both the forward as well as the
feedback channel are the same, i.e., the link capacities
in the feedback channel are the same as in the forward
channel. Further, the use of the channels are time divided
in the sense that the forward channel is used for fraction
t of the time while the feedback channel is used 1 − t
fraction of the time, where t ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter that
can be controlled.
The first case with two feedback links from each receiver
to its own transmitter was considered in [4], where the sum
capacity in the presence of feedback was analyzed.
Theorem 1 ([4]). The feedback sum capacity of a determin-
istic interference channel, when there are dedicated feedback
links from each receiver to its own transmitter, is given by
Csum = max(n,m) + (n−m)+. (5)
III. ONE-LINK FEEDBACK MODEL
In this section, we explore the case where only one of the
users is allowed full feedback, while the other user is devoid
of any kind of feedback.
Theorem 2. The feedback sum capacity of a deterministic
interference channel, when there is a single dedicated feedback
link from the first receiver to its own transmitter, is given by
Csum = max(n,m) + (n−m)+. (6)
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix A. The proof
uses the fact that data can travel from the second transmitter
to second receiver through two paths now. The first is the
direct path and the second is the path through the second
transmitter, the first receiver, the first transmitter to the second
receiver. In case of very strong interference (mn ≥ 2), we show
the achievability of the outer bound which is m. Consider
the scenario, where the first transmitter does not send any
data to its receiver. The transmitter-receiver pair along with
feedback can then form a virtual node and act as a relay.
It is easy to see this simplification in Fig. 4. The link via
relay itself has a capacity of m bits which is the outer bound
(using Theorem 1). Thus, the sum-capacity itself is m. For
weak interference (mn ≤ 12 ), the second transmitter sends
i.i.d. data on all the n bit locations. The first transmitter, on
(n−m) bit locations among all the interfering bit locations at
receiver 2, transmits the data of the second user that interfered
at the first receiver in the previous time slot as shown Fig.
7. This way, the second receiver knows the interference and
the first receiver can resolve the data (sequentially) from the
interference. Hence, the rates (R1, R2) = (n − m,n) can
be achieved. The achievability for other regions is shown in
Appendix A.
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Fig. 4. Transmitter Receiver pair acting as a virtual relay
Remark 1. Loss of one of the feedback links compared to
the two feedback links considered in the channel model of
Theorem 1 does not decrease the sum capacity.
IV. FOUR-LINK FEEDBACK MODEL
In this section, we consider the case of interference channel
with four feedback links.
Theorem 3. The feedback sum capacity of a deterministic
interference channel, when there are dedicated feedback links
from each receiver to both the transmitters, is given by
Csum = max(n,m) + (n−m)+. (7)
Proof: The achievability follows from [4]. We will now
prove the converse.
Let Wj and Xj be the message and transmitted vector at
the jth transmitter. Also, let Yj be received vector at the
jth receiver and Vj be the interfering vector due to the jth
transmitter. The received vectors Y1 and Y2 are fed back to
both the transmitters. We therefore have
N(R1 +R2)
≤ H(W1) +H(W2)
(a)= H(W1|W2) +H(W2)
(b)
≤ I(W1;Y N1 |W2) + I(W2;Y N2 ) +N
= [H(Y N1 |W2)−H(Y N1 |W1,W2)]
+[H(Y N2 )−H(Y N2 |W2)] +N
(c)= H(Y N1 |W2)−H(Y N2 |W2) +H(Y N2 ) +N
= H(Y N1 |W2) +H(Y N1 |Y N2 ,W2)−H(Y N1 , Y N2 |W2)
+H(Y N2 ) +N
= H(Y N1 |Y N2 ,W2)−H(Y N2 |Y N1 ,W2) +H(Y N2 ) +N
≤ H(Y N1 |Y N2 ,W2) +H(Y N2 ) +N
(d)=
N∑
i=1
H(Y1,i|Y N2 , Y i−11 ,W2) +H(Y N2 ) +N
(e)=
N∑
i=1
H(Y1,i|Y N2 , Y i−11 ,W2, Xi2, V i2 , V i1 ) +H(Y N2 ) +N
(f)
≤
N∑
i=1
H(Y1,i|V1,i, V2,i) +H(Y N2 ) +N,
where (a) follows from the independence of W1 and W2, (b)
follows by applying Fano’s inequality to both the terms in
(a), (c) follows from the fact that in a deterministic channel,
the messages W1 and W2 together completely determine
the output Y N1 , (d) follows from chain rule of entropy, (e)
follows from the observation that Xi2 is a function of only
(W2, Y i−11 , Y
i
2 ), V
i
2 is function of X
i
2, and V
i
1 is a function of
(Xi2, Y
i
2 ), and (f) follows since conditioning reduces entropy.
By randomization of time indices and taking → 0 as N →
∞, we get
R1 +R2 ≤ H(Y1|V1V2) +H(Y2). (8)
Since the RHS is maximized when X1 and X2 are uniform
and independent, we get the converse as in the statement of
Theorem 3.
Remark 2. Two extra dedicated feedback links from each
receiver to the other transmitter do not increase the sum
capacity.
V. HALF-DUPLEX FEEDBACK MODEL: ACCOUNTING FOR
FEEDBACK RESOURCES
For a TDD based system, in practice, the feedback channel
shares the same resources as the forward channel. Hence, we
consider the model in which each link has the same capacity
in the forward and reverse directions. Both the forward and
the feedback channels are interference channels and share the
time resource between them. The forward channel can be
used t fraction of the time, and the feedback channel for the
remaining 1− t fraction of the time. For t = 0, no feedback is
used while for t = 1, no data is sent. In the following theorem,
we prove that the feedback does not help when the resources
used in the feedback channel are accounted for, when mn ≥ 23 .
m
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Fig. 5. Feedback channel in Half duplex model
Theorem 4. Suppose that the forward and the feedback chan-
nels are both interference channels with the same operating
point. Then, feedback does not increase the sum capacity for
m ≥ 23n.
Proof: For the proof, we consider two separate ranges:
1) 23 ≤ mn ≤ 2: Since any feedback strategy with dedicated
feedback links (a maximum of 4) does not increase
the sum capacity, accounting for the resources will not
increase the sum capacity. Thus, using no feedback ≡
t = 1 achieves the maximum rate.
2) mn ≥ 2: Consider an upper bound on the half-duplex
model as shown in Fig.6(a), where all the links have
been replaced by dedicated links. The fraction t ∈ (0, 1)
indicates the fraction of time for which the forward
link is in use. We further consider an upper bound
of the system in Fig.6(a) by letting the cross links
(Tx1−Rx2 and Tx2−Rx1) to be of infinite capacity,
as shown in Fig.6(b). The sum-total of the rate from
the pair Tx1−Rx2 to Tx2−Rx1 and vice-versa is n.
Since feedback in point to point channel does not
increase capacity, therefore, the maximum rate at which
transmission between Tx1 and Rx1 can happen is upper
bounded by n.
Hence, there is no improvement with feedback since the
symmetric rate of n can be achieved without feedback.
Tx1
Tx2
n(1− t)
nt
nt
n(1− t)
Rx2
Rx1
(a) Half-Duplex Model with
dedicated links
Tx2
nt
Tx1
Rx2
n(1− t)
Rx1
(b) Upper bound on half-
duplex model
Fig. 6. Two upper bounds on the half-duplex model
VI. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we find that the feedback link from one re-
ceiver to its own transmitter gives the same sum capacity as the
feedback link from both the receivers to both the transmitters
for a symmetric deterministic interference channel. Hence, the
three additional feedback links are not required from the sum
capacity perspective. The one-link feedback forms a subset of
all possible strategies over the four-link feedback scheme. It
could therefore be possible that the one-link feedback may
not be able to achieve all the points in the achievable rate
region of the four-link feedback scheme. These results extend
to Gaussian channels with a constant bit gap between the one-
link feedback model and four-link feedback model, and will
be presented elsewhere.
Moreover, we find that when the feedback resources are
symmetric and time shared with the forward channel, channel
output feedback does not increase the sum capacity in a
deterministic interference channel in the strong interference
regime.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The converse follows by adding one more feedback link
from the second receiver to the second transmitter, and using
Theorem 1. Hence, we focus on achievability in the proof.
We will frequently use max(n, n−m) and min(n, n−m)
and for the sake of brevity will denote them by lmax and lmin
respectively.
Case 1, m/n ≤ 2/3: Suppose X1i and X2i be the transmitted
data from transmitter 1 and 2 at the ith time slot.
Time slot 1: The transmitted data vector at the 1st transmitter,
X1j is comprised of n i.i.d. bits. The data vector at transmitter
2 is such that the lower m bits are set to 0 while the rest of
the (n−m) bits are independent of each other. The received
vector Y11 at receiver 1 therefore is
Y11j =
 X11j if 1 ≤ j ≤ n−mX11j ⊕X21j−n+m if n−m < j ≤ n−m+ lmin
X11j if n−m+ lmin < j ≤ n
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Feedback slot 1: The received vector at receiver 1 is fed back
to the 1st transmitter. The transmitter is capable of resolving
the data with interference.
Time slot i: The transmitted vector at the ith time slot are:
X1ij =
{
X2(i−1)j if 1 ≤ j ≤ lmin
i.i.d. data if lmin < j ≤ n
where the lower (n −min(m,n −m) ) bits are independent
data bits. The user 2 transmits data vector such that the lower
(2m − n)+ bits are set to 0 while the rest of the bits are all
independent. The received vector Y1i and Y2i at receiver 1 and
2 respectively are
Y1ij =

X2(i−1)j if 1 ≤ j ≤ lmin
X1ij if lmin < j ≤ lmax
X1ij ⊕X2ij−lmax if lmax < j ≤ n
Y2ij =

X2ij if 1 ≤ j ≤ n−m
X2ij ⊕X2(i−1)j−n+m if n−m < j
≤ min(n, 2(n−m))
X2ij−min(n,2(n−m)) if min(n, 2(n−m)) < j
≤ n
We observe here that at the first receiver max(n −m,m)
bits are decoded in every time slot. Also among these min(n−
m,m) bits are the undecoded bits of (i − 1)th time slot,
whereas the same number of bits of the ith time slot are
decoded in the next time slot. All the received bits at the
receiver 2 are decoded. The sum total off data bits, Bsum
transmitted after T time slots and T − 1 feedback slots is
Bsum = (T − 1)× (max(n−m,m) + min(n, 2(n−m)))
+ max(n−m,m) + (n−m)
(9)
The average sum capacity for one-sided feedback, Csum is
therefore lower bounded by
Csum ≥ lim
T→∞
(1− 1
T
)×(max(n−m,m) + min(n, 2(n−m)))
(10)
Observe that when mn ≤ 12 the expression can be rewritten as
Csum ≥ lim
T→∞
(1− 1
T
)× (n−m+ n) (11)
In the regime where mn ≥ 12 , the expression is equivalent to
Csum ≥ lim
T→∞
(1− 1
T
)× (m+ 2(n−m)) (12)
Thus, in either case the sum-capacity can be shown to ap-
proaching (2n−m), which is the upper bound on symmetric
feedback sum rate capacity.
Case 2, 2/3 ≤ m/n ≤ 2: Two link feedback do not increase
sum capacity and hence one link feedback can achieve the
same sum capacity.
Case 3, m/n ≥ 2: In this case, we will show that the
(R1, R2) = (0,m) can be achieved which achieves the optimal
sum capacity. To see this, consider that the second user sends
data on all the links. It receives n bits directly from the
transmitter while the remaining m − n bits are routed to the
first receiver which sends it to the first transmitter and are then
passed without interference to the second receiver. Hence, the
total number of noiseless paths from the second transmitter to
the second receiver are m thus resulting in a sum feedback
capacity of m.
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